IN THE NEWS

William Chen (Prof)

CNA Explains: Alkaline water – the myths and what science has to say

Watch it HERE
Falling Walls Global Call

Deadline: 1 May 2023

The Falling Walls Global Call is an international competition format that brings together science enthusiasts from diverse backgrounds. They are looking for the most recent and innovative Breakthroughs of the Year! FWGC, encourages and invites nominations and applications from all over the world. The FWGC is launched annually, to help make the Falling Walls Science Summit 2023 the celebration that excellent science deserves.

More Details: [HERE](#)
Enabling Lives Initiative (ELI) Grant Call 5: Accessibility: A community of the people, by the people, for the people

Internal Deadline: 5 May 2023, 12noon

The ELI Grant aims to develop sustainable solutions to address gaps and issues identified in various sectors, by bringing like-minded individuals to uncover insights and synergies towards meaningful collaborations, to create innovative solutions that translate into holistic proposals in various sectors.

A successful proposal, should focus on meeting both the sector and grant requirements as well as the four criteria: Innovation, Sustainability, Collaboration and Feasability.

Register: [HERE](#)
ISEAS - Yusof Ishak Institute

ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute is looking for a Fellow/Visiting Fellow working on Southeast Asia's social and cultural issues. PhD graduates (including fresh ones), trained in Sociology, Political Science, and area studies are welcome to apply (2-year contract).

Register: [HERE](#)
APEC Science Prize for Innovation, Research and Education (ASPIRE)

Deadline: June 1, 2023

ASPIRE is an annual award which recognizes young scientists who have demonstrated a commitment to both excellence in scientific research, as evidenced by scholarly publication, and cooperation with scientists from other APEC member economies, including inclusive and interdisciplinary collaborations. ASPIRE 2023 Prize theme is: “Inclusive Science, Technology, and Innovation for a Resilient and Sustainable Environment.” Applications are now open! The ASPIRE Prize aims to draw attention to ground-breaking innovations resulting from cross-border scientific collaborations by exceptional young scientists from the APEC region, and carries with it a prize money of US$25,000.

Register: [HERE](#)

Lien International Conference on Good Governance 2023: “Good Governance for the Common Good”

25-26 August 2023

CALL FOR PAPERS
Abstract submission 15 May 2023

The two-day conference, held in physical form at NTU, is co-organised with the Lien Ying Chow Legacy Fellowship, International Institute of Administrative Sciences, Asian Association for Public Administration, Stratagem Group, and Civil Service College, Singapore. It seeks to focus on answering the broad lines of enquiries on governance, from global and comparative perspectives.